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How Do You Get Rid of Parasites, Worms and Viruses?
It’s not easy and if anyone tries to tell you there’s a quick fix, don’t believe them.
There are two ways to eliminate these invaders. You can kill them off, or you can
raise the vibrations of your organs and systems so parasites, worms and viruses are
either killed off or wash out. Parasites, worms and viruses cannot live within you if
your organs and systems are working at a high vibration
One major difficulty exists with the killing them off method. Parasites, worms and
viruses repopulate within you by dropping reproductive spores which become new
parasites, worms or viruses six weeks later. Antibiotics can eliminate parasites etc.
but they do not eliminate the spores.
A good example is the chicken pox viruses. You can eliminate the chicken pox and
years later develop shingles, which is caused by the viruses that caused chicken pox.
The spores remained buried and reactivated at a later date.

Parasites, Worms, Viruses - A Leading Undiagnosed Health
Problem
I estimate that more than half the human population today has one or more parasite,
worm or virus living in them and that neither they or their physician is aware of it.
The medical profession has limited knowledge and their testing ability is very limited
to diagnose them. There are thousand of different parasites, worms and viruses
affecting people today.
Ann Louise Gittleman in her book titled " Guess What Came to Dinner" states that
parasitic infections are the most commonly misdiagnosed form of illness today.
Hanna Kroeger in her book titled " Parasites the Enemy Within" provides a good
description of the various types of worms and parasites and the symptoms for each
type.

Signs of Viruses, Parasites and Worms Within a Human Body
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Many have described the variety of symptoms you can experience as a result of
parasites. The following is not a complete list but identifies a majority of symptoms
experienced by many.
chronic fatigue
easily fatigued
lethargy
physical exhaustion
repeated awakening
during sleep
teeth grinding while
sleeping
insomnia
aching joints
swollen joints
diarrhea
constipation
weight gain
weight loss
bloating
stomach gas
belching
nausea
cysts
water retention
abdominal cramps
dark circles under the
eyes

depression
irritability
irrational anger
restlessness
always hungry
craving sugar
craving starchy
carbohydrate foods
food sensitivities
food intolerances
allergies
fevers
itching rectum
pot belly
poor memory
inability to concentrate
confused
spaced out
fuzzy thinking
lack of focus
anemia
convulsions in children

It's very important to remember that all of the above symptoms can be the result of
other influences in addition to parasites. Dowsing or muscle testing can easily
confirm the origins of your symptoms.

Modern Illnesses Caused by Viruses, Parasites, and Worms
Viruses, parasites, and worms are one of the basic causes of many of the modern
illnesses affecting so many today. Hanna Kroeger in her book called " Parasites: The
Enemy Within " identifies the following illnesses: Asthma; Arthritis; Cancer; Chronic
Fatigue; Colitis; Diabetes; Hodgkin’s Disease; Leukemia; Lymphoma; Multiple
Sclerosis; Ovarian cysts; Pneumonia; Lymes Disease; Wyle’s Disease; mineral
imbalances; thyroid imbalances; high and low blood sugar; jaundice; and blood clots.

How Do You Get Parasites, Worms and Viruses?
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You can pick them up in hundreds of different ways. If your immune system is strong,
it can easily eliminate whatever parasites, worms or viruses enter your system. If
your immune system is weakened by chemicals, metals, or other types of poisons,
they will find a home and multiply within you.
You can get parasites by kissing (even on the cheek); any type of intimate sexual
activity; drinking from another person's glass; playing another person's musical
instrument; all types of water, and even water that's labeled distilled in third world
countries; meats; vegetables; fruit; shaking someone's hand; unclean toilet facilities;
all animals; house pets (including birds); undercooked meat and fish; used dish rags
or dish towels; foreign travel to countries whose hygienic practices are poor;
importing food from countries where parasites are common ad hygienic practices are
poor; chemicals and solvents in our food; walking barefoot in polluted areas;
swimming in polluted lakes, rivers, and swimming pools; and unsanitary toilet
facilities.

How to Identify These Invaders - Conventional and
Unconventional Methods
Conventional medicine's diagnosing of viruses, parasites and worms is limited and
unreliable. The problem is both the technology and the behavior of the parasites.
Parasites can move from organ to organ. They can take the rhythm of your body and
avoid detection. They can mutate to avoid detection. I have read that the only way
to get even a 50% rate of detection of existing parasites is to have a laboratory that
specializes in testing for parasites take blood, mucous, and fecal tests every 2-4 hours
for 72 straight hours. I understand there are a number of quality laboratories in the
United States who are able to provide this type of testing.
I use dowsing and intuitive skills when conducting Vibrational Assessments and can
easily read the energetic vibrations of parasites, worms and viruses within individuals.
Each human being has an energy signature, similar to a fingerprint. No two energy
signatures are the same. Each type of parasite also has an energy signature and
therefore can easily be identified. Therefore, it's quite easy to identify parasitic
infections through dowsing and muscle testing. As a distance dowser, I can read the
energy signature of anyone anywhere in the world and advise if I read the vibrations
of parasites.

How Parasites, Worms and Viruses Survive and Reproduce
Within You
Viruses and parasites and worms are highly intelligent organisms. They don't have a
brain but they are designed to multiply, mutate, and survive. Parasites can live in
any part of your body. They penetrate the membranes and go into your brain. That's
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why your thinking can become quite fuzzy and unfocussed and your memory poor.
They can adjust their vibrations to your body's vibrations. They can live off your
blood. They eat up all the good vitamins and minerals within you leaving you highly
deficient, even when you take vitamin and mineral supplements.
They reproduce by dropping a reproductive cell within your body that is called a
spore. These spores just sit and rest. Antibiotics, herbs and certain homeopathic
remedies can sometimes eliminate the parasites. However, they normally cannot
eliminate the spores. That is why you have great difficulty finding a permanent
elimination of parasites. It's really the spores that are creating the problem.
I make a group of vibrational essences called Choming Essences that are quite
different from anything else available on the market today. They have been able to
eliminate the spores of parasites, worms, viruses, infectious bacteria, as well as
candida. It's important to know that candida is a fungus and all fungus has roots.
Choming Essences can help eliminate the roots of the candida to ensure the
overgrowth does not return. I also make Choming Tinctures from organic tress, herbs,
roots etc. These tinctures are made vibrationally by hand.

Their Effects on Emotions and Intellectual Capability
Parasites can have a direct and profound effect on your emotions and intellectual
capacity. They can be the direct cause of depression, irritability, emotional swings,
confusion, inability to concentrate, restlessness, and poor sleep. They have many
indirect causes as well.
As viruses and parasites are eliminated your vital force and energy will slowly and
gently increase. It's amazing to see people almost come to life in front of your eyes
and begin to find the energy, emotional strength and intellectual capacity to enjoy
life again.
It's important to note that not all emotional imbalances, depression etc. are caused
by parasites, worms or viruses. There are many other causes for emotional
difficulties. Parasites are often one of the causes and should be identified and
eliminated to ensure they are not the only cause of your emotional difficulties.

Children and Parasites, Worms and Viruses
Children can be affected with parasites in the same manner as adults. Children can
also be infected with parasites through their mother's milk. I believe that a lot of
colic and other difficulties being experienced by children is the direct result of
parasites and food sensitivities. Children are easily infected by pets. Whenever you
see a dog or cat licking a child remember, it may have been licking its anus an hour
earlier or sticking its nose into something full of parasites. It's important to ensure
pets are parasite free if you decide to keep pets in your home.
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Parasites, Worms and Viruses Secrete Toxins
These invaders can live in your body for many years, up to 30 or 40 or 50 years. Our
bodies are so amazingly powerful to be able to endure these infestations. Depending
on the natural vital force of the individual, you can go for many years and be infected
with parasites without experiencing any major effects. But eventually you will lose
energy and can experience many of the symptoms mentioned earlier.
They secrete toxins that our bodies have to deal with. These toxins are just a nice
word for poisons. Our bodies have to either neutralize these poisons or wash them
out. Eventually as the virus or parasitic infection increases, the body has a more
difficult time eliminating these toxins and the individual ends up with a lot of poison
in their body. Smoking, drinking alcohol, junk food, white sugar, drugs, chemicals in
food, leave poisons in our bodies. When you combine these with toxins from the
invaders, it's easy to understand how our bodies just begin to wear down from all the
poisons within.
The poisons from viruses, parasites and candida block the absorption of nutrients.
This means that the body's ability to absorb nutrients from its food intake or vitamins
and minerals is substantially reduced. You can be eating the finest organic diet and
taking the highest quality supplements and your body is not able to absorb the
nutrients in this food.

How a Choming Essence Program Works
Choming Essences and Tinctures heal with vibration. They increase the rate of
vibration of your organs and systems. A person who is ill, who has parasitic infection,
will have a much lower vibration that the healthy person. Choming Essences will
increase the vibration of organs slowly and gently. Parasites cannot live in a higher
vibration and are slowly eliminated as an individual's vibration is raised. Choming
Essences eventually eliminate the spores of all parasites, worms and viruses so that
future infestations will not occur.
A Choming Essence Program identifies the Choming Essence combinations you need
and these are changed every 5-6 weeks. Each bottle of essence is made by hand
individually to ensure the strength of the vibration is the correct vibration for you.
This continues the process of raising the individuals’ vibration and eliminating the
parasites and spores. This includes the elimination of spores and the cleansing of
toxins. This will also eliminate candida and other fungus issues. along with the
parasites. The average person is usually amazed at their increase in energy, even
after 10 weeks on a Choming Essence Program.
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How to Identify if you Have Parasites, Worms and Viruses – A
Vibrational Assessment
The first step in working to eliminate parasites, worms and viruses is to have a
Vibrational Assessment. A Vibrational Assessment is a report that you receive
providing you with a great deal of information regarding the reading of the vibrations
within you and around you.
To conduct a Vibrational Assessment, I need your full name, including middle names,
your date of birth and your home address. I use this information to find your energy
and to do the readings. I have conducted Vibrational Assessments for over 20 years
for individuals in the US, Asia, Africa, all around the world. I am deeply intuitive, I
am also an experienced dowser.
For each reading I show you on a scale of 1-10 the degree of difficulty with 10 being
most difficult.
You will get readings on the vibrations of viruses, parasites, worms, infectious
bacteria, candida, mould, chemical and metal toxins, and major organs and systems.
You will be given readings on the degree of vibration for vitamin and mineral
deficiencies.
There is a major section on food sensitivities. The composition of our food today is
very different from what was grown 20 years ago. People with chemical sensitivities
have great difficulty digesting many foods that are grown around the world. If
infected with viruses, parasites and worms, your body chemistry can change creating
food sensitivities. This section will give you readings, on major grains, gluten, major
dairy products, sugars, honey and maple syrup, fruits and berries, nuts, major
vegetables, main types of meat, fish and shellfish, herbs, seeds, and caffeine.
Three small sections identify if you have negative energies affecting you and your
home. They give general information on your auras and chakras.
There is a major section on your emotional states. Emotions can cause disease and
healing. E.g. laughter creates healing, and creates disease. It’s important for you to
know which emotions are difficult for you and the degree of difficulty.
I also provide you with recommendations for the first 6 weeks of the elimination and
cleansing program with Choming Essences and Tinctures.

Eliminating Parasites, Worms and Viruses with Choming
Essences and Tinctures
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Choming Essences are made from nature, flowers, trees, gems, crystals, and elements
of the sea. A Choming Essence is the pure vibration of that plant, flower, tree gem or
crystal which is bottled with the vibration locked in with a bit of alcohol. Essences
from flowers and trees have been used for healing human illness for centuries in India
and other ancient cultures.
In the 1930`s Dr. Bach made 38 essences called Bach Essences which have become
very well known around the world. Dr. Bach went to great effort to choose flowers
and trees that has no physical effect in healing, but which had real effects on
emotions. Choming Essences are made quite differently from Bach Essences and have
a direct physical effect.
Choming Essences affect the physical, emotional, mental/intellectual and spiritual
elements within an individual. Their effects range from the elimination of parasites,
to a deep cellular detoxification of poisons, to helping individuals shift into their
deeper subconscious for enhanced spiritual growth, to strengthening the
mental/intellectual abilities, and helping people to shift and release emotions.
Choming Tinctures are made energetically to work with Choming Essences. They are
made from organically grown trees, herbs, and other plants.

Maintenance
I recommend that everyone complete a detoxification with Choming every year. Our
water and food today are full of chemicals, metals and other contaminants, that a
regular detoxification is required to maintain a high level of energy.
Your ability to concentrate, to focus, and to increase their strength and endurance
will be greatly enhanced. Choming Essences are for those who feel healthy, and to
help you stay healthy.
For more information on eliminating your viruses, parasites and worms with
Choming Essences please contact Mary Buchowski-Kurus, the owner of Choming
Essences at mary@mkprojects.com and read many other articles on her website at
www.mkprojects.com.
Disclaimer: The ideas and suggestions identified here are not intended in any way as a substitute or
replacement for qualified medical advice. Please consult a qualified medical practitioner in person for your
health problems.
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